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Abstract—Wireless wearable embedded devices dominate the
Internet of Things (IoT) due to their ability to provide useful
information about the body and its local environment. The
constrained resources of low power processors, however, pose a
significant challenge to run-time error logging and hence, product
reliability. Error logs classify error type and often system state
following the occurrence of an error. Traditional error logging
algorithms attempt to balance storage and accuracy by selectively
overwriting past log entries. Since a specific combination of
firmware faults may result in system instability, preserving all
error occurrences becomes increasingly beneficial as IOT systems
become more complex. In this paper, a novel hash-based error
logging algorithm is presented which has both constant insertion
time and constant memory while also exhibiting no false negatives
and an acceptable false positive error rate. Both theoretical
analysis and simulations are used to compare the performance
of the hash-based and traditional approaches.
Index Terms—Error Logging; Hashing; Wearable Devices,
Embedded Devices; Body Sensors; Caching Algorithm

I. I NTRODUCTION
Wearable embedded devices are growing in popularity due
to their ability to connect users to their internal physiology
and external environments [1].These devices, also referred to
as smart wearables, utilize System on a Chip (SoC) technology
to reduce device size, extend battery life and consolidate
many typical IOT hardwares, such as wireless communication
and external flash, into a single chip. Wireless-enabled smart
wearables are becoming increasingly common in the health,
sport and entertainment industries as manufacturing cost go
down due to increasing consumer demands. Wearable devices
are required to collect and transmit valuable data without user
intervention, independently for extended periods while handling internal errors caused by physical abuse, electromagnetic
influence and firmware bugs. As such, error detection becomes
a critical aspect of wearable systems, especially given the
long runtimes and high reliability expected of consumer and
medical devices.
For these high stress embedded systems, error handling
poses a significant challenge [2]. When a fatal error occurs,
its properties must be stored for analysis despite restrictions in
computational resources. The small flash storage of the SoC
is almost entirely used for program files, program execution,
data constants and sometimes for offline sensor data storage.
Some standard microcontrollers such as [3] comprise as little
as 128KB flash memory. For sophisticated systems with many
sensors and algorithms running simultaneously, storage of

potentially large numbers of errors becomes critical as missing
fatal error information may result in delayed firmware patches
or inability to isolate the source of the fault altogether.
Current solutions perform error logging by overwriting old
log entries when log memory runs out or by logging errors
selectively at the risk of excluding potentially useful minor
errors. In addition to saving all errors, real-time logging
capability is a necessary feature as periodic scheduled error
assessments could be preempted by a critical failure resulting
in an error not being logged at all. In order to log system errors
efficiently and reliably where memory and processing power
are both extremely limited, an error logging algorithm that
operates in constant time, fixed memory and which exhibits
zero false negatives is proposed. In this novel approach, log
memory size is defined based on the acceptable false positives
rate and given a maximum expected error rate. In the proposed
approach only false positives are possible while in the more
common rotating log method only false negatives are possible.
False positives result in checking for an error that may not
exist (extra work) while false negatives result in missing
potentially critical errors (low reliability). Both analytic and
simulation results provided comparisons for both the proposed
and traditional approach.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Firstly, previous
works are covered. Secondly, the proposed constant time,
constant memory error logging algorithm is outlined. Next,
mathematical model and analytic results presented for both
proposed and traditional methods followed by simulation
results. Final thoughts are then provided in the conclusion.
II. R ELATED W ORK
In this study we propose the use of hash functions to store
errors in wireless sensor embedded devices. This is an effort
to address the issue of fixed memory storage. A hash function
is a function that maps data of an arbitrary size to a fixed size.
They may be distribution-dependent, distribution-independent,
cluster-separating, multiplicative or index function-based [4].
In past studies, hash functions have been used to perform
several tasks. Cryptographic hash function use (e.g., [5])
ranges from constructing message authentications [6], [7] to
implementing key derivations [8]. In medical applications,
hashing algorithms have been used to process k-mers in DNA
sequencing [9] as well as produce unique identifications of
patients while maintaining their privacy [10], [11]. Other uses
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TABLE I
S AMPLE P ROBABILITY C OMPUTATION
File2
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FunctionA

FunctionB
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FunctionX FunctionY
Error6

Error7

FunctionZ
Error8 Error9

n

False Positive Probability Vector

1

[0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0]

2

[0, 0.2, 0.8, 0, 0, 0]

3

[0, 0.04, 0.48, 0.48, 0, 0]

Fig. 1. Example of Error Generation

of hash functions include robust audio hashing to identify
audio content [12] and image hashing for image authentication
[13].
Studies [14] and [15] detail the use of hash functions for
memory reduction. [14] proposed a hashing method for retrieval of lung module CT images. The dataset was partitioned
into clusters, and the method was applied to compress highdimensional image features into a compact hash code thereby
reducing retrieval time and memory. [15] presented Lighter, a
fast and memory efficient tool for sequencing error correction.
It uses a pair of bloom filters and this avoids the counting of
k-mers. Bloom filters have also been used in [16] to detect
and correct errors in their associated datasets.
III. P ROPOSED E RROR L OGGING A LGORITHM
A. Algorithm Description
In this section we provide a detailed description of the
structure and operation of the algorithm. The algorithm provides all errors that have occurred along with details on the
parameters of the errors. Program files comprise of functions
each of which may generate errors. Figure 1 illustrates an
example of the topology of a generic small wireless sensor
technology system. It is a hierarchical structure consisting of
three parameters belonging to each error: file ids, function
ids and error ids. The size of the system depends on the
application of the technology.
A simple one column hash table is used to store information
relating to errors that have occurred. Slots in the table are
initially filled with a bit 0 value. When an error x occurs, a
hash function, H(x) is performed on x which also acts as a
key. The resulting hash value indicates the position of a slot
in the hash table that must be flagged. The encoding process
is the flagging of slots. The hashing may be a simple prime
modulo function such that H(x) = x mod M where M is
a prime number. This prevents bad behavior conflict misses
from occurring within the hash table [17]. Thus, when an
error occurs hashes are performed independently on the file,
the function and the error and the associated slot for each is
flagged by flipping the bit from 0 to 1.
Decoding the hash table is the end user activity which
cross-references the entire error dataset with the completed
hash table. Each parameter of an error is checked for its
corresponding slot position as calculated by the same hash
function. When all three parameters of an error appear to have
been flagged, an error is said to have occurred. When two or
more parameters are decoded with similarly flagged slots, a

collision is said to have occurred. This is not concerning when
the parameters have rightfully been flagged to those slots.
However, when an unlogged error (never occurred) shows
flagged bits due to other errors that did occur, then we would
mistakenly believe that the unlogged error occurred (false
positive). False positives arise when the slots of all parameters
of an error are flagged, even though one or more of the error
parameters were not logged and simply happen to collide with
the slot of a logged parameter [18]. Therefore, the number
of false positives is used as the performance metric for the
proposed approach.
B. False Positive Probability Computation
For our proposed algorithm, we explore the options of
inserting error data of different levels into the table. In
general, we consider the case of κ insertions into the hash
table per logged error. So if we log the file, function and
error then κ = 3, if we log only the function and the error
then κ = 2 and finally if we only log the error then κ = 1.
We use the following notation in the analysis:
E
N = κE
T
M
p(n, k)

=
=
=
=
=

Total number of logged errors
Number of attempted insertions
Total number of possible errors
Number of hash table buckets (slots)
probability k entries after n insertions

We first compute p(n, k) and then use this to compute
the probability of a false positive. We do this recursively as
follows. Consider the case of n = 1. Since a new insertion
will be made then we have p(1, 1) = 1 and p(1, k) = 0 for
k 6= 1. Now let us assume that p(n − 1, k) is known for
0 ≤ k ≤ M and compute p(n, k). Given that k hash entries
have been made, there are two possibilities, either the new
attempt results in a new entry for a total of k + 1 bit flips or
the hash falls on a previously flipped entry. Therefore
M −k+1
k
+ p(n − 1, k − 1)
(1)
M
M
and so we can recursively solve for p(N, k). For example suppose that M = 5 then the probability vector for k = 0, 1, . . . , 5
for n = 1, . . . , 3 can be computed and is given in Table I.
Given p(N, k) for k = 0, . . . , M we now determine the
false positive probability. An error is falsely determined to be
positive if the error did not occur but the κ hashed positions
for the error have all been previously flipped. Suppose that
N/κ errors have been logged. For convenience consider the
case of κ = 3 in which the file, function and error are hashed
p(n, k) = p(n − 1, k)
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Fig. 2. Probability of False Positives showing the dependence on κ

and logged. The probability that the hashed location for the
file is already flipped is the sum over k the probability that
k bits have been flipped times the probability that the hashed
location of the file is already flipped (k/M ):
M
X

p(N, k)

k=1

k
.
M

This is the same probability for the function insertion and
the error insertion. Therefore, in general, if κ insertions are
attempted per error then the probability that all κ insertions
fall on already flipped bits is given by:
#κ
"M
X
k
p(N, k)
M
k=1

Since there are a total of T possible errors and E have been
logged then the probability that a chosen error was not logged
is (T −E)/T , Therefore the probability of a false positive, the
probability that an error was not logged times the probability
that it is indicated as being logged is given by:
"M
#κ
T −E X
k
Pf p =
p(κE, k)
(2)
T
M
k=1

C. Numerical Examples
In this section we will provide some illustrative examples.
We first investigate which value of κ results in the lowest
Pf p . We consider the case T = 700 total errors and E = 7. In
Figure 2 we plot the probability of false positives as a function
of hash table size for different values of κ. We find that for
small hash table sizes, smaller κ values are better. However,
in this region, the false positive probability is too large for
practical purposes. For large hash tables, larger values of κ are
better. Hence our proposed approach of hashing and inserting
file, function and error ids is preferable over simply logging
the error.
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Fig. 3. Probability of False Positives as a function of number of errors E

Next we show how the false positive probability varies with
the number of errors generated. We use the above example
with a fixed M = 60. We then varied the number of errors
generated from 7 (1%) to 28 (4%). The resulting plot is
provided in Figure 3.
IV. C OMPARISON WITH T RADITIONAL E RROR L OGGING
In the traditional error logging approach, errors are continuously logged and when the log file is full then previous
entries are overwritten. Hence the log file will never have an
entry that did not happen (a false positive) but may not have
an entry for an error that did occur (a false negative). We use
the same notation as in the previous section. If there are a
total of T possible errors then to be able to uniquely encode
these would require ⌈log2 (T )⌉ bits per error. Since there are
a total of M bits available for logging errors then a maximum
of ⌊M/⌈log2 (T )⌉⌋ errors can be stored. If fewer errors occur
then the false negative probability is zero but if more errors
occur then the false negative probability is given by:



M
1
E−
(3)
Pf n =
T
⌈log2 (T )⌉
Note that a false positive results in the checking of an error
that did not occur. The cost of doing this is the additional
time spent in troubleshooting but it is not catastrophic to the
product. On the other hand the cost of a false negative can
be significant since it results in an error that occurred but for
which there is no way in determining the error and debugging
the application. Let us denote the cost of a false positive by 1
and the cost of a false negative by c > 1. We compare the two
approaches by comparing the total expected cost C which is
given by:
C = Pf p + cPf n
(4)
Let us consider a simple example with T = 700 possible
errors and assume that 1% of these occur (i.e., E = 7). As
mentioned before, false negative errors are not known and this
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Fig. 4. Cost Comparison of Traditional and Proposed Approaches
TABLE II
S IMULATION PARAMETERS
Number of files

10

Number of functions per file

10

Number of errors per function

7

Number of Errors

7

Range of M (Prime Numbers Used)

10 to 70

can lead to loss of reliability and reputation of the product
(order of tens of millions in cost). A false positive error means
additional debugging has to be performed (order of tens of
thousands in cost). Therefore one would expect c to be in the
1000 value range. We use a conservative value of c = 100.
In Figure 4 we plot the resulting cost for the two approaches
as a function of the log file size. Note that for the region of
interest to us (small memory size) there is a significant cost
gain in using the proposed approach.
V. VALIDATION OF A NALYTIC M ODEL WITH S IMULATIONS
In the previous analytical results, we assumed that the
hashed result was equally likely to occur in any of the slots.
In practice this may not be the case and so we performed
simulations with the actual hashing function to validate the
model and its assumptions. The simulation parameters are
provided in Table II.
A large dataset with κ = 3 was built to include the id
parameters of files, functions and errors. Unique ids up to 232
bits in size were generated. The encoding process allowed
respective id parameters of randomly selected errors to be
encoded into the table. The hash function H(x) = x mod M
was used to flag respective slots on the table.
The decoding process is a depth first search algorithm
that utilizes the generated dataset. A node in the depth first
search is defined as one of the κ parameters of an error. The
hierarchical structure of the dataset is followed as each node,
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Fig. 5. Validation of Analytic Model

starting with the file ids, is checked against the hash table. The
user moves adjacently until a node is flagged. A flagged node
occurs when its hash value points to a flipped bit in the hash
table. For instance, starting at a particular file id, the algorithm
travels to the adjacent file id until it flags a node and travels
to the first function id of the flagged file node. It moves to the
next function id until a function id is flagged and it traverses
to its error id node. The id parameters of flagged nodes are
recorded until the top layer of file ids has been exhausted
completely. When all κ parameters of an error provide bit
1 values, the error is decoded. The errors retrieved during
decoding are compared to the true errors encoded into the
hash table to count the total number of false positives present.
Since the errors are randomly selected in the simulation, the
encoding/decoding processes were performed for 100 trials
and the arithmetic means for each M value were calculated.
In Figure 5 we plot the analytic and simulation results. We
find an acceptable match between the analytic and simulation
results and hence the performance benefits of the proposed
approach when compared with the traditional approach (as
described above) are valid.
VI. P ERFORMANCE FOR T YPICAL A PPLICATIONS
Embedded devices vary in levels of resource availability and
error logging requirements. We can determine the probability
of false positives using suitable parameters for three variables,
the hash table size, the number of true errors and the total number of possible errors. Table III compares the probability of
false positives for various embedded devices. The parameters
chosen are reflective of those used for the specific devices. The
results show the robustness of the error logging algorithm.
For example, a commercial heart rate monitor band or fitness band utilizing photopletysmography may incur significant
errors [19]. This is possibly due to measurement and skin
conditions, poor sensor placements, errors in syncing with
a smart phone or updating. Although the overall reliability
of the device is not severely affected as it is not intended

TABLE III
P ERFORMANCE FOR VARIOUS E MBEDDED D EVICES
Embedded Device

T

M

E

Pf p

Anti-Lock Braking

2000

499

20

0.0218

Microwave Oven

2000

241

20

0.0529

Fitness Band

200

241

80

0.1668

Smart Energy Control Appliance

2000

1201

400

0.2650

for collecting granular data. With this application, assuming
relatively medium sizes of the dataset and the hash table, such
a fitness band experiences a low level of false positives in its
error cache.
Other types of embedded devices included in the above table
are described as follows. An anti-lock braking system requires
real-time processing to keep wheels from skidding by a variety
of functions. However, since safety is a high priority with this
application, errors tend to be rare. An extremely low amount
of false positives can occur with this larger system for a larger
hash table. A microwave oven is another device with a critical
response time and many potential problems that can occur
with the micro-controller interface as well as temperature and
timer control settings. Despite this, they are designed so that
few errors occur. Again, an extremely low number of false
positives is expected to occur with a large system and medium
sized hash table. Finally a smart energy control device with
the ability to turn on/off appliances may experience syncing
problems and errors due to the various sensors it contains but
in this case a sufficiently high false positive probability is
acceptable considering the 1200 parameters (for 400 errors
and κ = 3) are inserted into a table size of size 1201 bits
only. This table is larger than the others as more information
from many different sensors must be stored.
VII. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
The proposed constant time and memory algorithm for
logging errors in wireless wearable embedded devices is a
simple solution to storing programming errors which can be
later downloaded and analyzed. It enables error data retrieval
to be a low maintenance, low cost operation. It outperforms
traditional error logging methods when we compare error
probabilities weighted by the impact of the associated errors.
For most wearable technologies applications we believe that
an acceptable false positive rate can be achieved. We plan to
further investigate the various trade-offs and, in particular, be
able to compute, for any given application, the optimal depth
(i.e., κ) that should be used. This algorithm is being deployed
in an actual wearable device and experimental results will be
reported in future publications.
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